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How drunk did you get last night?
ANDREW MICHAAN: Très drunk
GLENN HARRISON: Half drunk
NICHOLAS CHANDLER KLEIN: Monodrunk
ADRIAN CHEN: Wicked drunk
ULYSSES PASCAL: Frosty drunk
ANN-DERRICK GAILOT: Post-drunk
NATHANIEL FLAGG: This drunk

THIS WEEK IN JUMBLE
So you’ve realized it is not your job to solve your Rubik’s cube’s problems but you don’t 
know how to make a clean break.

Keep Occupied: Find something tedious, complicated and ultimately pointless to fill 
the void of  sorrow and loss: raise a family!

Avoidance: This one is easy because you never have to say anything. Take a couple 
weeks to spy on the cube, find out its regular patterns, where it spends most of  its time 
and who it spends most of  its time with. Sketch a pocket-sized map so you will never 
have to see that tricky bastard again.  

Be Honest: I don’t recommend this one but you might be lucky. Tell the cube you don’t 
understand it and you never will. Also tell the cube it is ugly and stupid. Tell it that it is 
just like all the other toys, that the last seven years were worst ever, and that you faked 
all the fun. 

Own Your Grief: Nothing beats depression like Your Grief! Your Grief  is clinically 
proven to end sadness and boost fun! Own Your Grief  Today!

by UP

HOW TO BREAK UP WITH YOUR 
RUBIK’S CUBE

Greetings from the founder of  the Pamphlette,

I want to thank you all for making my visit back to Reed’s campus so memorable. It was a 
great joy for me to return to my alma mater and meet all those of  you who read and support 
the Pamphlette. I had a great time during my week on campus, and the Founder’s Party was a 
great send off. Thanks to all those who attended. 

In 1987, I started the Pamphlette because I felt that students at Reed college were in 
desperate need of  a humor publication. Today that void has been filled, but in a way I never 
expected. I am speaking, of  course, of  the Quest. 

While on campus I had the pleasure of  reading the Quest’s latest issue and, let me tell you, 
it changed my life. After experiencing the comedic genius that is Pumpkinhead, I had to 
retire to my hotel room and laugh for twelve hours straight. I then went downtown and 
had the Squirrel of  the Week picture tattooed on my face. The Quest’s cover articles on 
the presidential election proved to be even funnier. I didn’t even laugh when I read them. 
Something came out of  me that was more than a laugh, an action that transcended the 
physical realm. It was as if  my very soul chuckled, as if  Jesus reached down from heaven 
into my body and tickled my heart. After reading the Quest, I actually took a shit and found 
that my shit was laughing. MY SHIT WAS LAUGHING! It is clear to me that the Quest has 
achieved a comedic pinnacle that no other humor publication can ever hope to match. 

With that said, I would like to announce the end of  the Pamphlette. Thanks to Adrian, 
Ann, Glenn, Nate, Nick, and Ulysses for keeping my dream going, but our time is over. 
The Quest has achieved perfection. While it took God 7 days to create the beauty that is 
the world, it takes one Quest writer four minutes each week to create the beauty that is “Ask 
a Lolcat.” Last week’s Quest was a crowning achievement in the humor-writing world, and 
as a result there is no longer a need for the funny, little newsletter I started so long ago.  
The Pamphlette has become a failure in my eyes. It has proven to be not only unfunny, but 
so terribly unfunny in comparison to the Quest that everytime I think about it I must resort 
to watching Requiem for a Dream to cheer myself  up. I can no longer even bring myself  
to read it. I wouldn’t wipe my ass with it for fear that it would stifle the child-like giggles of  
my laughing shit. I can’t even write the word Pamphlette anymore without having to cloister 
myself  in a room so that I may breakdown into a fit of  spasmic sobbing for twelve hours.

Anyways, with the release of  last week’s Quest, I am convinced that there is no need for 
anyone to ever make any joke ever, ever again. No one can top perfection, so we all might 
as well stop trying. Instead, I encourage you all to come together to fill a new void at Reed: 
the lack of  a serious newspaper. 

Thank you again for  supporting the Pamphlette for all these years. Best wishes for the 
future.

Sincerely,
Nikos Christopoulos ‘89

LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER

CELEBRITIES: 
THEY’RE JUST LIKE US!!

They win Academy Awards!

They rock a custom 
Armani dress on the 

red carpet!

They get dressed up in revealing 
couture and crawl around on their 
lawns!

They must travel back in time to 
kill Sarah Connor, the woman who 

would otherwise give birth to the 
hero of  humankind and challenge a 

brutal race of  killing machines!

They look and feel fantastic every second 
of  their dreamlike lives!

by NF

Biology Major A: Oh man, I saw the best show on Metabolic TV last night!
Biology Major B: What was it about?
Biology Major A: It really went “behind the scenes” on how my favorite citric acids kick it!
Biology Major B: That’s awesome!  What was it called?
Biology Major A: MTV Krebs.

MAJOR JOKE OF THE WEEK

by NCK

by NCK


